Equilibrium magnetization states in thin spherical shells of a magnetically soft ferromagnet are determined by the competition between two interactions: (i) The local exchange interaction favours the more homogeneous onion state with magnetization oriented in meridian directions; such a state is realized in relatively small particles. (ii) The nonlocal magnetostatic interaction prefers the doublevortex configuration with the magnetization oriented in the parallels directions, since it minimizes the volume magnetostatic charges. These sates are topologically equivalent, in contrast to the same-name states of magnetic nanoring. As a consequence, a continuous (the second order) phase transition between the vortex and onion states takes place. The detailed analytical description of the phase diagram is well confirmed by micromagnetic simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological magnetization structures provide new properties to hosting nanomaterials, attracting intensive fundamental research as well as numerous applications to processing [1] [2] [3] [4] and information-storage devices [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Examples include domain walls [11] , vortices [11, 12] , skyrmions [13, 14] .
The modern tendency is to extend flat structures into three dimensional (3D) space: the mutual cooperation between topology and curved geometry results in a rich physics as well as in a novel functionality, forming a new topic of a magnetism in curved geometries, for a review see Ref. [15] . A thin spherical shell can be considered as one of the simplest 3D object, a bridgehead for studying the interplay of topological structures with a curvature of underlying surface. In order to elucidate the problem, we recall some topological issues for magnetization distribution in narrow magnetic rings as a 2D counterpart of this 3D object. The magnetization structure of nanorings is well-known [12, [16] [17] [18] to form vortex and onion equilibrium states. The stability of non-trivial magnetization configuration can be explained by means of topological reasons. In the case of a ring, the topological properties of a planar magnetization distribution, m x + im y = exp(iφ), on a closed loop γ can be described by the π 1 -topological charge, a vorticity (or a winding number), q = 1/(2π) γ dφ ∈ Z. This results in q = 1 for the vortex state and q = 0 for the onion state, see Fig. 1 (a). Therefore these magnetization states belong to the different homotopy classes. As a result the vortex state can not be continuously transformed into the onion state and vice versa if the magnetization remains in the plain of the ring. Separated by the energy barrier, the transformation from the onion to the vortex state occurs for the narrow rings as the first order phase transition [18] . Now we consider the spherical shell: due to the additional space dimension, one can remove the topological difference between the onion and the vortex states. Moreover the onion state of the spherical shell can be considered as a limit case of the vortex state, see Fig. 1 
(b).
According to the Poincare-Hopf theorem the magnetization of a spherical shell can not be everywhere tangential to the shell surface, even for the case of a strong easysurface anisotropy. Thus the double-vortex state with two diametrically opposite vortex cores appears [19, 20] . The topological properties of a 3D vector field m on a closed surface S are determined by the π 2 -topological charge Q = 1/(4π) S JdS ∈ Z (a skyrmion number) with J being the the mapping Jacobian [21] . The skyrmion number depends on mutual polarities of the vortex cores [22] : Q = ±1 for the same polarities (both cores are magnetized inward or outward the sphere) and Q = 0 for the opposite polarities. For the magnetically soft spherical shell the state with Q = 0 is always energetically preferable [20] . Thus we limit ourself with considering only vortex state with opposite cores polarities, see Fig. 1(b) . The vortex and onion magnetization configurations belong to the same homotopy class and can be transformed one into other in a continuous way. In addition to fundamental reasons, an interest to magnetic spherical shells is stimulated by experimental advanced in production of spherical hollow nanoparticles (spherical shells) as artificial materials with unusual characteristics and numerous applications [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . A variety of equilibrium magnetization configurations for spherical shells were identified in micromagnetic simulations [20, 28, 29, 33] and interpreted based on experiments [26, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 34] . Different theoretical models predicted dissimilar equilibrium states [19, 20, 33, [35] [36] [37] . In particular, according to Goll et al. [36, 37] homogeneous (monodomain), two-domain, four-domain, and vortex states can be energetically preferable for spherical nanoshells depending on geometrical and materials parameters. Micromagnetic simulations by Kong et al. [33] testified three different states at the phase diagram: [23] . Nanorings have the same inner radius R i = 15 nm and outer radius R o = 20 nm, the thickness is h = 5 nm and h = 1 nm for the vortex-state (left) and onion-state (right) rings, respectively; vortex-state spherical shell (left) has inner radius R = 15 nm and thickness h = 20 nm, the onion-state shell (right) -R = 24 nm, h = 1 nm. Color of the nanoparticle surfaces corresponds to the radial component of magnetization. Magnetizations of both poles are unidirectional.
homogeneous, vortex, and onion states.
The purpose of the current study is to systematize possible equilibrium magnetization states and to construct the phase transition theory, which describes the transformation of magnetization states with varying material and geometrical parameters. We consider magnetically soft spherical shells of various radii and thicknesses. As we see below, the equilibrium magnetization state of a very thin shell is the onion one [20] : it results from the exchange interaction, which prefers the more homogeneous onion state with magnetization oriented in meridian directions. As opposed the magnetostatic interaction prefers the double-vortex state with the magnetization oriented in the parallels directions, since it minimizes the volume magnetostatic charges. That is why the ground state magnetization of the rigid sphere forms the vortex configuration [38] . The competition between the exchange and volume magnetostatic contributions results in a second order phase transition between these two states: this is the subject of the current paper. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we consider a model of the spherical shell and discuss possible equilibrium states. The theoretical description of the phase transition is presented in Sec. III; we compare theoretical results with micromagnetic simulations. In section IV we present final remarks and discuss possible perspectives. Some details concerning the energy calculation are presented in Appendix A. The critical behavior is detailed in Appendix B.
II. THE MODEL OF A THIN MAGNETIC SHELL: ONION AND DOUBLE-VORTEX SOLUTIONS
We consider a classical magnetically soft ferromagnet, using the continuous description for the unit magnetization vector m. The minimal model takes into account two main interactions, which are described by the exchange energy E ex and the magnetostatic one E ms . The total energy, normalized by E 0 = 4πM 2 s V have the following form
Here M s is the saturation magnetization, V is the characteristic volume, = A/4πM 2 s is the exchange length, and A is the exchange constant.
Let us specify the geometry as a thin spherical shell (see Fig. 2 ) with inner radius R and thickness h. In order to keep the constrain |m| = 1 we utilize the common angular parameterization of magnetization in local spherical frame of reference m = cos θ e r + sin θ cos φ e ϑ + sin θ sin φ e ϕ ,
see Fig. 2 for the notations description. Here the angular magnetic variables θ = θ(r) and φ = φ(r) describe the magnetization distribution with respect to the spherical coordinates (r, ϑ, ϕ) of the radius-vector r. We limit our consideration by solutions of π 2 -topological class Q = 0, which are energetically preferable in comparison with higher Q [20] . The corresponding magnetization structures include topologically trivial homogeneous magnetization distribution, the onion configuration and the double-vortex state (the last consist of two out-of-surface vortices with opposite polarities [20] ). The high symmetry of these configurations can be taken into account by considering: (i) azimuthally symmetric solutions only, i.e. the magnetization does not depend on ϕ, (ii) the odd symmetry under the spatial inversion, m r (π − ϑ) = −m r (ϑ), and (iii) the uniform distribution along the radial direction, i. e. the magnetization independence on r [39] . Following the symmetry of the magnetization distribution, we limit ourselves by the twoparameter Ansatz
According to Eqs. (3a), (3b) the coordinate dependence of the magnetization is determined only by the polar angle ϑ. There are two variational parameters: the declination angle Φ describes the slope of the magnetization with respect the meridian direction and the core parameter λ, which controls the range of out-of-surface magnetization distribution situated on the sphere poles. The shape of the out-of-surface profile is determined by the shapefunction f (ϑ, λ), which satisfies the following conditions:
Without loss of generality we suppose that the magnetization is directed outward at the north pole, m(ϑ = 0) =ẑ and inward at the south pole. To specify the shape-function we use the exponential profile
The exponential shape-function is a generalization of well-known Feldkeller Ansatz [40] , which is widely used for the vortices in planar disks [17, 41] . The main merit of the Ansatz (3) is the possibility to describe different equilibrium magnetization states, see Table I : For convenience we include the homogeneous configuration as a limit case of the onion state.
(i) The double-vortex state is realized for finite Φ and λ. The parameter λ describes the single vortex core size, varying from λ = 0 for the pure in-surface vortex to λ = ∞ for the homogeneous distribution. When ϑ > λ, the magnetization has mostly in-surface components, directed along the meridians (Φ = 0) for the very thin shell [20] and along the parallels (Φ = ±π/2) for the very thick shell (rigid magnetic sphere) [38] .
(ii) The onion state has no azimuthal magnetization components, m · e ϕ = 0; in the main part of the shell the magnetization is oriented along the meridian direction, m = −e ϑ , and only in the vicinity of the poles (ϑ < λ) there appear the radial component [20] .
(iii) The homogeneous magnetization configuration m =ẑ formally corresponds to the limit case of the onion state when λ → ∞, see Eq. (3d) and Appendix B for details.
Being homotopically equivalent, all three configurations can be continuously transformed to each other. Therefore one can consider onion and homogeneous configurations as limit cases of the double-vortex state: the onion state corresponds to the limit Φ → 0; additionally to get the homogeneous configuration one has to consider the limit λ → ∞.
III. PHASE DIAGRAM
Let us consider the energetics of different states. We apply the two-parameter Ansatz (3) to the general energy expression (1): The exchange contribution can be derived using the recent approach [18, 42] for the arbitrary curved shell. One can compute the magnetostatic energy using the Legendre polinomials technique in the way similar to the magnetostatic energy calculation for monodomain state in hemispherical caps [43, 44] and two-domain state in spherical shell [36, 37] . Finally the energy reads, see the Appendix A for details:
The energy depends on the geometrical parameter (the aspect ratio ε = h/R) and the reduced exchange length 
The magnetization distribution in the onion state is directed along the meridian, Φ 0 = 0. The energy of the onion state E on (ε, w; λ) is determined mainly by the exchange energy and surface magnetostatic charges, see the Appendix A for details. The onion state becomes energetically preferable under condition E 1 > 0. The typical energy landscape E (Φ, λ) is an one-well potential with a well pronounced minimum at Φ 0 = 0 and some finite λ 0 > 0, see Figs. 3(a), 3(b) .
The double-vortex state with finite Φ 0 = 0 becomes energetically preferable when E 1 < 0. The energy of the double-vortex state
is determined by both exchange and magnetostatic contributions. In this case we get a double-well energy landscape, see The equilibrium value of the core parameter λ 0 corresponds to the energy minimum, ∂ λ E (ε, w; λ, Φ 0 ) λ=λ0 = 0, which can be found numerically only. Specifically, using the numerical minimization procedure for the energy (4), we compute the equilibrium values Φ 0 and λ 0 in a wide range of R ∈ [0, 30] nm and h ∈ (0, 30] nm. The onion state is found to be realized for spherical shells with either small radii or small enough thicknesses. The equilibrium declination angle Φ 0 rapidly increases with radius, reaching the limit value Φ 0 = π/2 for large radii. The typical dependence Φ 0 (R) is shown in Fig. 4 for the fixed thickness h = 10 nm and the optimized core parameters λ 0 (R, h) using the Permalloy material parameters [23] . The onion state, Φ 0 = 0, is energetically preferable for the small enough radii, R < R c (h) with R c ≈ 8 nm for the chosen value h = 10 nm. When R > R c , the double-vortex state is realized, which is characterized by finite values of Φ 0 > 0, see Fig. 4 .
In order to verify the numerical results based on the model (3) we perform a series of micromagnetic simulations in a wide range of radii R ∈ [1, 25] nm and shell thickness h = 10 nm. For the simulations we used magpar code [46, 47] with Permalloy material parameters [23] . Equilibrium states are determined using numerical energy minimization starting from the double-vortex and homogeneous configurations. According to the simulations the angle Φ practically does not depend on ϑ, this is in agreement with the model assumption Eq. (3b). We consider the value of π − φ at the sphere equator as the equilibrium value Φ 0 . The angles Φ 0 obtained in this way using simulations are shown in the Fig. 4 by red circles. The good agreement with the model predictions should be noted. The core parameter λ also demonstrates a good agreement with the model predictions, see the inset in the Fig. 4 . Let us make a link with the planar disk, where the vortex core size l disk ≈ √ 2 [40] under condition h [17] . This expression formally corresponds to the value λ disk ≡ l disk /R = w √ 2, which provides a good enough estimation for the vortex core size in a spherical shell, see inset in Fig. 4 . Now we summarize results on equilibrium magnetization distributions. By comparing energies of different states, one can calculate the energetically preferable states for different geometrical parameters of the shell: its inner radius R and the shell thickness h. Simulations data are reproduced in Fig. 5 . The general properties of the phase diagram are as follows. The equilibrium magnetization distribution of the very thin shell corresponds to the onion state in agreement with previous studies [20, 33] . As opposed to this case the ground state of the large enough rigid sphere (R = 0 and h ) is the vortex state [36, 38, 48] . For the finite shell radii the transition from the onion state to the vortex one occurs as the thickness increases. In order to compute the boundary between two phases we build numerically the dependence Φ 0 (R) in the way described above for the range of thicknesses h ∈ Let us describe theoretically the critical behavior. The equilibrium declination angle Φ 0 takes zero values in the onion state, which corresponds to E 1 > 0. It rapidly increases with radii following the critical square root behavior, see Fig. 4 . Finally we get the finite value of Φ 0 in the double-vortex state, E 1 < 0. Therefore we expect the second order phase transition at E 1 = 0. We base our theoretical treatment of the phase transition on the energy approach. To derive the critical behavior we expand the energy (4) in series on Φ at Φ = 0:
It is important to emphasize that the Φ 4 -term in Eq. (6) is always positive when E 1 < 0, i. e. in the double-vortex phase. This means the stability of the double-vortex solution. In the onion phase the energy term E 1 becomes positive. At the transition point E 1 = 0 one has
Thus the transition is continuous with respect to parameter λ.
The boundary between two phases, i. e. the critical curve, can be derived using the following conditions:
By excluding λ c from the set (7), one obtains an equation for the critical curve ε c (w) which separates two phases in space of the geometrical parameters. This critical curve, recalculated in terms R c (h), is shown in Fig. 5 . There is a good agreement with simulations data for the all range of parameters except h > 3 , where the assumption about the magnetization uniformity along the thickness is violated, see Fig. 5(c) .
The critical curve can be calculated analytically in two limit cases. In the case of small radii one can use the uniform limit, which results in
see the Appendix B for details; the asymptote (8) is shown by the solid line in Fig. 5 . It is instructive to discuss the limit case of a rigid sphere. In this limit Brown's fundamental theorem [50] [51] [52] provides lower and upper bounds for the critical radius: R , the magnetization configuration forms a strictly homogeneous monodomain state. In the case of a hollow sphere the strictly homogeneous distribution is not possible due to stray fields [52] . Therefore one can consider the homogeneous state (valid the sphere) as a limit case of the onion state (valid for the spherical shell). Let us apply the asymptotic result (8) to the limit case of the rigid sphere, R = 0. Then the thickness of the shell h determines the radius of the sphere with the critical value R sphere c = 3 √ 2 ≈ 4.24 , which is closed to the critical value, obtained by micromagnetic simulations, R sphere c ≈ 3.62 . This result is also in agreement with above mentioned Brown's bounds. Now we consider the opposite case of the large radii shells. The critical behavior is characterized as follows (see the Appendix B for details):
According to Eq. (9) for each thickness h there always exists a critical radius R c , such that the onion state is energetically preferable one when R < R c , and the vortex state has the lower energy when R > R c . Finally one can fit the boundary between the onion and the double-vortex states, obtained from the simulation data, in a wide range of parameters by the function
where C 0 = 2.1, C 1 = 0.98, C 2 = 0.64, see the dashed brown line in the Fig. 5 . Now being in possession of critical parameters, we are able to perform the weakly nonlinear analysis. At vicinity of the critical curve one can use the expansion (6). We consider the double-vortex phase near the critical parameters: ε = ε c and w = w c − δ with |δ| 1. Using the asymptotic behavior (B2) and (B4) for critical parameters we get
In terms of R and h this results in Φ 0 ∝ 1 − R c (h)/R, which is well pronounced in the Fig. 4 . In physics of nonlinear dynamic such behavior corresponds to the supercritical pitchfork bifurcation [54] .
IV. DISCUSSION
We have studied the equilibrium magnetization states in the spherical shells of a soft nanomagnet. There exist two different magnetization states depending on geometrical parameters (the inner shell radius R and its thickness h), see the diagram of ground states in Fig. 5 : (i) The onion state with the magnetization oriented mostly along meridians is typical for small enough thicknesses. (ii)As opposed the double-vortex state with the magnetization oriented mostly along parallels becomes preferable one. A second order phase transition in the space of geometrical parameters takes place between these two phases. All analytical results are verified by means of micromagnetic simulations.
Mentioned in Sec. I, ground states for spherical shell were theoretically described before [19, 20, 33, 36] and experimentally detected in [26, [28] [29] [30] [31] . However theoretical technic that was used in these works is pretty rough and does not allow to describe real physical picture of phase transition. In this work we use more accurate exponential Ansatz that provides magnetization that is in good agreement with simulation and puts in agreement topological consideration, analytical insight and micromagnetic simulation. Detecting the type of phase transition in real experiment might be a challenge due to the fact that it take place in a very small range of geometrical parameters.
Understanding real type of phase transition and any other tiny effect in magnetic spherical shell is crucial due to the fact that such nanopaticles might be effectively used in biomedicine where accuracy play the key role. Namely, using magnetic spherical shell it is possible to deliver drug exactly to the cancer cell without affecting health cells what eventually increase the treatment quality [55] [56] [57] . Another interesting magnetic sphere application in biomedicine is bacterial detection at ultralow concentrations [55, 58] . Using such nanoparticles in biomedicine becomes even more possible due to the fact that very recently it becomes possible to build nanoparticles with the size of several nm and very complicated geometry [59, 60] .
The purpose of this appendix is to derive the energy (4) . We use the energy functional (1) and apply the twoparameter Ansatz (3) .
Let us start with the exchange energy calculation. Recently the full 3D theory for thin magnetic shells of arbitrary shape was put forth in Ref. [18, 42] , see Ref. [15] for a review. The normalized exchange energy E ex , see Eq. (1):
where the exchange energy density reads [42] 
Considering the spherical geometry we normalize the energy using the sphere volume V = (4/3)πR 3 ; the tangential vector Γ (φ) = −r −1 (cos φ e ϑ + sin φ e ϕ ) and the spin connection Ω = −r −1 cot ϑe ϕ . Symbols correspond to the border between the onion and the double-vortex states obtained using simulation data. Solid blue line corresponds to theoretically calculated phase boundary as a numerical solution of (7) with account of the two-parameter Ansatz (3). Solid black line corresponds to the asymptote (8) . Dashed brown line corresponds to the fitting (10) . Insets show the equilibrium magnetization configurations for specified radii and thicknesses. Solid green and dashed orange curves are the isolines m r = 0.7 obtained from micromagnetic simulations and analytics, respectively. Now we substitute the Ansatz (3) and perform the integration over r and ϕ, which results in
Here g 0 and g 1 are determined by the profile of the shapefunction f (ϑ, λ) in the following way
In order to calculate the normalized magnetostatic energy E ms , see Eq. (1), we utilize the expansion
where r < = min(r, r ), r > = max(r, r ), and P m l (cos ϑ) is the associated Legendre polynomial [63] . Substituting now the Ansatz (3) into E ms and performing the integration over space coordinates one obtains the expression
Here E ms 0 and E ms 2
originate from surface and volume effective magnetostatic charges, respectively, and E ms 1 represents the interaction of these charges.
Due to the high symmetry of the two-parameter Ansatz the energy contributions has a relatively simple
The shape-function determines the values of A l (λ) and B l (λ): only odd harmonics survive for the symmetry reason:
Parameters F l and G l depend on the aspect ratio ε: Note that G l ≈ ε 2 and F l ≈ ε 2(l + 1) 2 + l /(l + 2) for the case ε 1. It is important to stress a very rapid convergence of series (A4) on l: in our analysis we limit ourselves by terms with l = 1 only, which provides the accuracy of the magnetostatic energy calculation of about 6%. Now we sum up the information about different energy contributions. According to Eq. (1), the total energy is a combination of the exchange energy (A2) and the magnetostatic one (A4):
on + E 1 sin 2 (Φ/2) + E 2 sin 4 (Φ/2).
Here E on and E 1 depend on geometrical parameter ε, the material parameter w, and the variational core parameter λ: The last term E 2 is not affected by the reduced exchange length w, this energy is caused by the magnetostatic contribution of the volume charges only: E 2 (ε; λ) = 4E ms 2 (ε; λ).
(A5b)
The energy term E 1 appears as a competition of exchange interaction and the magnetostatic one: in the case w 1 (small radii) the exchange contribution dominates, hence E 1 > 0 and the onion state is realized. In the case ε 1 (thick shells) the contribution of the volume magnetostatic charges overcomes the exchange term, E 1 < 0 and the double-vortex state becomes preferable.
Appendix B: The critical curves
In order to compute the critical curves ε c (w) we use the set of Eqs. (7) . The analysis can be done in two limit cases.
In the limit case w 1 one gets a homogeneous magnetization distribution m =ẑ, which can be described by the shape-function
Formally, this corresponds to Eq. (3d) under the limit λ → ∞. Proceeding in Eqs. (7) to this limit, we get
In terms of R and h this asymptote takes the form Eq. (8) .
In the opposite case w 1 the vortex core size λ c 1, hence the shape-function (3d) becomes singular. That is why to consider the critical behavior for the large radii we modify the shape-function f (ϑ, λ) using the linear profile f (ϑ, λ) = 
In the main approach on the small w 1 we get the following asymptote behavior λ c = 1.12 √ w + O w 3/2 , ε c = 2w
Finally, this results in Eq. (9) .
